
Boost your city with 
 the Innovation Platform 

Want to spur entrepreneurship in your city, and
simultaneously f ind solutions to local challenges?
Promote  innovation and solve your region's most
pressing issues using META's Innovation Platform,
tailored for municipalities and city authorities.

997 solution providers
 619 solutions 

 to urban problems 
99 challenges
55 cities & regions 

Currently
Supporting: 

www.meta-group.com
 

@meta_group
 

Challenge-based innovation is a
win-win situation - you can solve
your city's most pressing issues
while stimulating a start-up
f riendly environment and
positioning yourself as
an innovation hub.

The Innovation
Platform can
achieve your
city's goals 

What is the Innovation Platform?  
 

The  Innovation Platform is an all-encompassing
service supporting cities to tackle their problems and
at the same time stimulating entrepreneurship and
innovation. 
 
 
You pose challenges, and we coordinate a contest to
f ind solutions to your challenges. We organise the
contest, select the best solutions and then support
the winners and the cities to implement them. 
 
 

How does it work?   

http://www.meta-group.com/
https://twitter.com/META_Group


META has a long-standing track record of success developing strategies that foster regional
innovation and solve city challenges. To date, we have implemented 99 challenges across 55
countries and received 619 solutions. We specialise in sparking innovation to f ind new ways to
tackle the problems that regions and cities face on a regular basis. The challenges will not
only provide you with the solution to your specif ic problem, but will also provide continuous
support for the development of an innovative and entrepreneurial ecosystem.  

  

Want more info?  
 META Group 

Brussels | Ljubljana | Rome | Warsaw 
 @meta_group    | LinkedIn      |  Facebook 

 T. +32 07 22 17 30 86

What do you get? 

A proven history in territorial open innovation

Channelling entrepreneurial ideas 
 to solve local problems

Madrid's roofs are, for the most part, bare, and the city of Madrid launched a challenge to
f ind better ways to make use of them. The solution was provided by a team made up of two
companies, Vertech Group and Sustainable Innovations, and a NGO called Serve the City.
They proposed planting greenery on the roofs, as plants can f ilter out air pollutants and
could help cool down the city. Installing green façades and living walls can result in many
benef its for the environment, buildings and human welfare. The group involved the local
community in planting and recruited  people to be gardeners.

Innovation Platform
website

Access to 619
solutions to urban

challenges and 997
problem solvers 

Your domain, your design.
This website will form the
platform through which
we'll operate the service,
and you can add your local
community and network of
problem solvers and
entrepreneurs too.
 
We'll coordinate the contest
through the platform and
we'll offer you and
the solution providers
advice and support as
needed to ensure that the
solutions achieve success.

At META, we've already
received 619 innovative
ideas to tackle 99 urban
challenges. Maybe we
already have the answer
you need?
 
The Innovation Platform
will allow you to access all
of the proposals we've
received over the years to
various challenges, and to
the people who developed
them.  

 

If you like, you can make
use of these additional

services:

Regional Innovation
Ecosystem Design
Services

Access to Business
Angel Networks

We will support you in
f ine-tuning your
challenge and provide
consultancy services
for developing your
innovation ecosystem. 
 

We can connect your
challenges to early-
stage investors both
locally and throughout
Europe.   
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